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By Mike Ryan

FIREFLY BOOKS LTD, Canada, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. From the heat of the Australian Open to the red clay of the French Open, to the majesty
of Wimbledon All England Club to the humidity at the US Open, tennis has been a global sport for
decades. Starting with the tennis pioneers of the 20th century right up to today, star players have
influenced cultural movements, ushered in the casual sporting style and sex appeal and the fight
for equal rights. Tennis was the first sport to have openly gay athletes and is the only major sport
where women and men take home equal earnings. Tennis has been a leader in race relations
starting in the 1960s and 1970s. Tennis Greatest Stars profiles the 50 greatest and most influential
players of the game and presents a historical narrative of athletic prowess, popular culture and
social responsibility. Tennis Greatest Stars features 50 player profiles in the following categories:
Pioneers and Trailblazers - The players who set the stage for modern tennis, including Don Budge,
who won the Grand Slam before becoming a professional; Rod Laver, one of the first to adopt the
topspin; and Althea...
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It in a single of my favorite publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Your life period will probably be transform once you total
looking at this book.
-- Ja nie Schultz  I--  Ja nie Schultz  I

This publication is worth getting. This is certainly for those who statte that there was not a well worth studying. Its been written in an exceptionally simple
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook in which in fact transformed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M
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